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1. Introduction 

With the evolution of communication, sensing and monitoring technologies, the use of electricity is 

facing great changes. This change of paradigm comes with the concept of smart grid. In general terms, 

smart grid is an automated electrical system that will allow a vast penetration of new technologies 

that the current electric grids do not yet support. Among this set of new technologies, demand 

response stands out. With demand response, consumers will have greater power and knowledge 

about their energy consumption, evolving from a passive to an active participation in the future of 

energy systems (Muller, 2016). 

The aim of this report is to present a quick conceptualization of demand response, to review the 

programs already carried out in Brazil, as well as to bring international examples to illustrate different 

types of programs. Subsequently, section explores how to consider demand response in the medium- 

and long-term expansion planning of power systems. 

2. Demand Response 

Demand response is a mechanism that allows consumers to better manage their electricity use by 

responding to changes in energy prices or by offering services to the grid operator. 

The active participation of consumers allows the power system to achieve a series of benefits, among 

which we can mention: 

 Greater system flexibility and reliability; 

 Lower market power from generators; 

 Lower generation costs; 

 Postponed or avoided construction of new generation or transmission units, as well as 

postponed investments in distribution;  

 Lower price volatility; 

 Possible reduction of greenhouse gas emissions due to lower dispatch of thermal power 

plants. 

Demand response can be classified into two types: price-based and incentive-based.  

Price-based demand response refers to changes in electricity use profile driven by changes in prices 

through the day. The consumer shifts its electricity use from higher-price to lower-price moments. 

On incentive-based demand response programs, financial incentives are offered to consumers to 

reduce demand at critical times for the system, when electricity is scarce or when reliability is at a 

lower level. The latter are dispatchable products, that is, they are activated by a dispatch order from 

the system operator. 
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3. National experience 

This chapter presents Brazilian experiences with demand response mechanisms. 

3.1. Price-based demand response 

The Brazilian experiences with price-based demand response programs are presented below. 

3.1.1. Hourly seasonal tariff structure (Green and Blue tariffs) 

The hourly seasonal tariff structure is characterized by the application of differentiated tariffs of 

electricity and power demand according to the time of day and periods of the year.  

It has been applied to high voltage consumers since 1988 and includes Green and Blue tariffs. Its 

implementation encouraged the use of thermal distributed generation by the consumers - estimated 

at 8.8 GW (EPE, 2015) - and the displacement of the classic grid peak load time to mid-afternoon in 

some months of the year. 

3.1.2. White Tariff 

The white tariff modality is characterized by the use of differentiated tariffs of electricity throughout 

the day hours, with segmentation in three different tariff values.  

Its implementation began in 2018 and is intended for low voltage consumers. Although it does not 

reflect in real time the conditions of the Brazilian power system, it is an important step to present to 

the consumer a new model of charging, fomenting the demand shift for hours in which the peak load 

of the system has little probability of occurrence. 

3.2. Incentive-based demand response 

This section presents the Brazilian experience with incentive-based demand response. 

3.2.1. Demand Response Pilot Project  

This program, which is scheduled to run between 2018 and 2019, was developed with significant 

participation of industry stakeholders. Due to its experimental nature, it is only available to high 

voltage consumers in the North and Northeast regions of Brazil. The Northeast region was chosen for 

its high penetration of variable renewable generation and recent water scarcity, which led to the 

dispatch of thermal power plants out of merit order. 

Participants will be able to make load reduction bids - indicating price, volume and time - and can 

receive dispatch orders the day before or on the same day, depending on the product offered. The 

operator will dispatch the winning offers, observing the necessary technical requirements, whenever 
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operation cost with demand response bids is lower than the operation cost with out-of-merit thermal 

generation. Until October 2018, although there were demand response bids, there was no 

confirmation of the bids availability on the day before dispatch, so no demand response was 

dispatched. In 2018 and 2019, ONS (system operator) and CCEE (market operator) released results 

and analysis of the program, with several suggestions for improvements. 

4. International experience 

The various types of demand response can be found in different energy markets internationally. This 

chapter describes international examples to illustrate each type. 

4.1. Price-based demand response 

4.1.1. Time of use (TOU) – Ontario 

The TOU rate is divided into three periods per day: off-peak, intermediate peak and peak load. The 

peak and intermediate peak hours are different in summer and winter months in order to reproduce 

the demand curve pattern and the profile of the dispatched power plants. Although consumers can 

opt out of this tariff, more than 90% of eligible consumers remain in TOU. In 2017, an assessment 

observed a small decrease in demand due to the low ratio between the peak and off-peak energy 

value - of 1.5. 

4.1.2. Critical Peak Pricing (CPP) – California 

The CPP rate is used in California's three major utilities: San Diego Gas & Electric (SDGE), Southern 

California Edison (SCE) and Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E). According to SDGE (2019), CPP 

Days are the days when power demand is significantly high. On these days, participants will be called 

to reduce power use between 2pm and 6pm. During these hours, electricity price is much higher than 

the normal tariff, to encourage demand reduction and to reflect the increase in generation cost. To 

compensate for the high price in this period, prices are lower than the conventional tariff during all 

remaining hours of the year. The California-based program has showed consistent results: a decrease 

in peak load, indicating greater system flexibility and lower costs with thermal dispatch during peak 

hours. 

4.1.3. Peak-Time Rebate  (PTR) – Maryland 

The Peak Time Rebate (PTR) programa at Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE) is geared to all 

clients equipped with a smart meter. This tariff comes into action on so called Energy Savings Days, 

which happen when forecast energy demand tend to reach high values. The amount of energy saved 

is verified the following manner: the utility uses data collected by smart meters to compare energy 

use on Energy Savings Days with those of days with similar temperature, which serve as a baseline. 
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The program has had growing impacts on peak demand since its adoption. In 2018, participation rate 

reached 75.7% and there was a 370 MW peak power reduction. 

4.1.4. Real Time Pricing (RTP) – Spain  

Spain has adopted Real Time Pricing since 2014 for low voltage consumers (up to 1kV) with 

contracted power up to 10 kW. Under this tariff, electricity prices are calculated every day for each 

hour based on the daily energy market and informed at 8pm by the operator Red Electrica de España 

(REE). 

This RTP tariff is widely used in Spain and is considered one of the most advanced hourly tariff 

schemes available for small and medium consumers. Its methodology, regulated by the Royal Decree 

216/2014, is based on day ahead and intraday markets for the corresponding periods. It reflects the 

price determined by supply and demand on the wholesale electricity market. 

4.2. Incentive-based Demand Response 

4.2.1. Demand Bidding or Economic Participation on Energy Markets - PJM 

Demand Bidding programs aim at integrating demand response as a supplier on the energy wholesale 

market, under the same conditions as other supply technologies. At PJM, demand can make a price 

bid and is dispatched by economic merit, dislocating costlier generators. When a consumer is 

dispatched, it reduces its demand in comparison to a baseline and receives the spot price as 

compensation. This kind of demand response program is historically important, as one of the first 

ever created. The idea to reward a decrease in consumption with incentives emerged because 

consumers did not have contact with the wholesale spot price, which reflects system constraints. At 

PJM, however, other demand response programs have lately been more effective and it is less 

relevant now a days.  In 2017, there were 3,495 MW registered, but less than 1,000 MW were 

dispatched on high price days.  

4.2.2. Emergency Programs – ERS-ERCOT 

Some energy markets use an emergency form of demand response in order to keep consumers from 

having involuntary power cuts during peak demand or to keep operational glitches from spreading 

through the system. In this type of program, participating consumers are paid to have their load cut 

specifically when the system goes through an emergency event, in order to avoid an even larger 

system failure. The program has two options for load reduction: in ten or thirty minutes. 
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4.2.3. Capacity Markets – PJM e Colombia 

Capacity markets are generation adequacy mechanisms, which usually feature a fixed payment for a 

determined period of time in order to encourage the existence of enough generation capacity, both 

new and existing, as a complement to the revenue obtained from energy sales. 

At PJM, demand response is procured as a capacity resource though capacity auctions, which are 

held three years in advance. It competes with generation resources in those auctions and the winners 

receive a fixed income. Capacity resources are required to supply energy whenever the system 

declares emergency conditions and those that fail to do so must return the received revenue (PJM, 

2017b). Demand response performance is verified against a fixed amount of power contracted.  The 

participation in the capacity market has been  the largest source of income among demand response 

programs at PJM, therefore the most attractive program for consumers. Furthermore, demand 

response performance has been high, consistently over 90%, and response time is under 30 minutes 

for a large part of participants.  

Colombia, on the other hand, has an energy-based capacity mechanism. Generators hold energy 

credits contracted through long term auctions and are required to generate a determined amount of 

energy during critical supply conditions (BID, 2016). Demand response participates on this 

mechanism, but not directly bidding on auctions, as in PJM. It participates indirectly, though contracts 

called Voluntary Curtailable Demand (DDV, in Spanish). Through these contracts, a generator 

acquires a load reduction in order to make up for a shortfall of energy credits from its own generation 

plants. As in PJM, performance is also verified and considered for revenues. (XM, 2017)  

4.2.4. Ancillary Service Programs – Alberta 

Ancillary services are services that support energy transmission conditions, such as frequency control, 

power reserve, spinning reserve, reactive support and black start. 

In Alberta, consumers or load aggregators can participate in ancillary service markets, offering their 

load reduction to supply frequency regulation, spinning reserve and supplementary reserve. For each 

service, load must follow basic technical criteria determined by the operator, in addition to having an 

operation team available to respond to dispatch orders. In 2017, the demand response service was 

required for 827 hours of the year, from 1 MW to 328 MW (AESO, 2018b). 

4.2.5. Interruptible/Curtailable Service – California 

On this demand response program, participating consumers and aggregators agree to curtail large 

amounts of load on a determined period of the day. Participants are normally large consumers that 

have spare generation on their plants and can have their supply curtailed by the system. In exchange 

for this commitment, participants receive discounts on their bills during normal operation and can be 
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paid when curtailed. During a 4-hour event in 2017, the mechanism showed to be effective, reducing 

71% the load of engaged participants.  

4.2.6.  Direct Load Control – Jiangsu Province, China 

Under this program, consumers have their air conditioners controlled remotely by their utility, or 

another designated agent, in order to reduce energy use in certain moments, for a short period. The 

consumer is previously informed through apps or instant messages and receives a tariff for each kWh 

reduced. In Jiangsu, the program had 1,871 participants in 2016, of which 321 residential 

consummers. During the 2016 summer peak, demand reduction reached 213.9 MW (State Grid 

Jiangsu, 2016). The high investment in smart meters is indicated as one the barriers for the diffusion 

of this kind of program in China. 

5. Considerations for system expansion planning 

In order to consider demand response in expansion planning models, it is vitally important to analyze 

and quantify their potential supply, as well as their expected costs and uncertainty levels. Once this 

information is available and supplied to the models, it is possible to simultaneously analyze 

generation and consumption options needed for system expansion.  

5.1. Demand response potential 

For a correct consideration of the benefits and impacts of the demand response in the expansion 

planning, it is necessary to evaluate as precisely as possible the contribution potential of the agents 

of consumption to the system. Just from the potential analysis can be obtained scenarios and costs 

for the development of this type of program. 

Potential evaluation is important for planning to consider one more resource available to the system, 

but also to evaluate the possibility of consumer agents competing in providing some services that 

were previously provided only by agents of generation. According to (Berkeley Lab, 2017), the 

services provided by the demand can be divided into: 

 Shape: When the consumers change their load profile in the medium term, in response to 

prices or campaigns that change consumption habits; 

 Shift: Refers to relocating energy use from peak periods to periods with lower demand or high 

renewable generation; 

 Shed: Designates demand that can be reduced, through a payment, when the cost to supply 

the peak is very high, such as during emergency or contingency conditions. 

 Shimmy: For loads with greater energy use flexibility and specific technical requirements, such 

as structure of control, supervision and protection. 
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Following the potential for demand response for each service categorized by the study, one can 

estimate the Levelized Cost of Energy (LCOE), the most common metric to compare the cost of 

generating energy from several sources. That is, the LCOE is calculated for each type of demand 

response, thus individualizing the cost of the product. 

Supply curves can be built for service provided. Figure 1, from (Berkeley Lab, 2016), shows the 

"Shape" service supply curve for the TOU charging model for each demand response input projection 

scenario. 

 

5.2.  Modeling demand response in long-term studies 

There are two methods to consider or model demand response in long-term energy planning studies: 

exogenous or endogenous. Exogenous shape modeling is the most common and easiest way of 

implementation. Through this method, the calculated impacts are subtracted from the load 

projection, for instance. However, the results are usually limited and do not reflect the systemic 

optimum. Endogenous modeling, on the other hand, allows the portfolio of demand response 

candidates to effectively compete with other supply-side resources, seeking to minimize the total 

cost of meeting demand. 

When demand response modeling considers every detailed element, it is important to note that its 

implementation requires a large amount of data. However, including demand response can be an 

important tool for improving and increasing efficiency in power sector planning. 

 

 

Figure 1 – TOU offer curve (Berkeley Lab, 2016) 
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6. Conclusion and Future Works 

Demand response will likely play a key role in the modernization of the Brazilian energy sector, 

making consumers participate more actively in the energy market. This change in the sector will not 

only affect the relationship between consumers and system operation, but also between consumers 

and energy planning. Demand response can become an important variable in the definition of power 

system expansion in Brazil in the coming years, especially considering the increasing capacity 

requirement of the National Interconnected System. 

Therefore, it of interest to the Brazilian power sector that it strives to allow demand response to 

reach its maximum systemic benefit, including the development of a solid and appropriate regulatory 

framework. 

 


